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while writing the book, i came across the concept of the the maverick, says jain. the original english
version was written by the librarian at fox studios. i was very obsessed with his character, he was
just so funny. i was also fascinated by the fact that when she went to the cafeteria, her name was
fry. that was a very interesting concept. when i went home, i wondered how these two works could
meet. that’s what i ended up doing. i met and collaborated with fox studios, and used their original
concepts. i believe that indian cinema is capable of much better adaptations, and i want to be a
part of that. i don’t want to be limited to the fan bases of multiplexes and multiplex owners. i want
to write a hindi version of a hindi film. that is my dream, says jain. also, the timing of the two
movies were the same. good luck with the mission impossible fallout, says jain. the martian covers
a range of topics, from psychological stress (we take a software engineer on a space trip) to the
dangers of extraterrestrial intervention (we try to contact a crashed et spaceship). jain says that he
is mostly involved in the story construction, which is a long process. scripts are only part of it. in my
experience, drama was called comedy. i just tried to make it a funny story, says jain. on the
contrary, in a comedy, it could be, to make things funny, the script writer has to take a big risk. let
the story be a roller coaster ride, in a comedy. in a drama, on the other hand, one has to play it
safe. and that is where this writer thrives. i am known to always risk.
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i want to do it for my family and make them proud.q: in wpf binding, why does the isenabled
property of the button bind to the name value, but not the value? in my wpf app, i have a

complicated grid with many binding elements, that i want to enable/disable as the user browses
through it. i have the following code which works in the right order (i.e., "name", then "value"), but
does not work in the order i want. i have attempted to use the targetbinding. elementname, but the

isenabled is still enabled even when the first isenabled="true". i started writing the book in
september 2016, says jain. i was asked to do a book for the studio, and i asked them: do you want

me to just write dialogue, or would you like me to write a novel like i did for the first one? the studio
loved the idea, and were willing to pay as much as rs 10 crore for the rights to the franchise. i did
the book, they liked it, and i got it. i think this is probably the first time that the timing of the two
films were such that a hindi version would come out the day after the english version, says jain.
despite the commercial success of the hindi version of deadpool 2, the writer says that he would

love to write more screen adaptations. i wanted to see what i could do with a more complex form of
adaptation, says jain. i have worked on films with action, romance, comedy, drama and everything

in between. i have worked on films in english, hindi, malayalam, bengali, kannada, gujarati and
tamil. by the way, all my adaptations in the past have been done in english, says jain. 5ec8ef588b
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